Dinosaur Chapter Books

Ivy and Bean break the fossil record   By Barrows, Annie.   J FIC BAR
Saving money (and the world from killer dinos!)   By Bean, Raymond   J FIC BEA
Don't wake the dinosaur!   By Stilton, Geronimo.   J FIC GER
I'm a scaredy-mouse!   By Stilton, Geronimo   J FIC GER
Rescue rebellion Spacemice   By Stilton, Geronimo   J FIC GER
The haunted dinosaur   By Stilton, Geronimo   J FIC GER
The smelly search   By Stilton, Geronimo   J FIC GER
Valley of the giant skeletons   By Stilton, Geronimo   J FIC GER
Welcome to Camp Woggle   By Griffin, Adele   J FIC GRI
Dinosaur trouble   By King-Smith, Dick.   J FIC KIN
Jurassic world : junior novelization   By Lewman, David   J FIC LEW
Dinosaur detectives   By Stamper, Judith Bauer.   J FIC MAG
Dinosaur boy   By Oakes, Cory Putman   J FIC OAK
Dinosaurs before dark   By Osborne, Mary Pope.   J FIC OSB
This side of wild : mutts, mares, and laughing dinosaurs   By Paulsen, Gary   J FIC PAU
Lulu and the brontosaurus   By Viorst, Judith.   J FIC VIO
Danger, dinosaurs!   By Wishinsky, Frieda.   J FIC WIS
My life as dinosaur dental floss   By Myers, Bill   J INSP MYE
Alec Kerley and the roar of the dinosaur   By Tanner, Douglas   J INSP TAN
Cam Jansen and the mystery of the dinosaur bones   By Adler, David A.   J M ADL
The case of the missing mom   By Brezenoff, Steven   J M BRE
The case of the dinosaur birds   By Erickson, John R.   J M ERI
Digging for trouble   By Fairstein, Linda A.   J M FAI
Mystery at the museum   By Orloff, Karen Kaufman   J M ORL
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The talking T. Rex
By Roy, Ron
J M ROY

The case of the counterfeit criminals
By Stratford, Jordan
J M STR

The mystery of the stolen dinosaur bones
By Warner, Gertrude Chandler
J M WAR

Dino-Mike and the dinosaur cove
By Aureliani, Franco
J SF AUR

Dino-Mike and the Jurassic portal
By Aureliani, Franco
J SF AUR

Dino-Mike and the living fossils
By Aureliani, Franco
J SF AUR

Dino-Mike and the museum mayhem
By Aureliani, Franco.
J SF AUR

Dino-Mike and the T. Rex attack!
By Aureliani, Franco.
J SF AUR

Dino-Mike and the underwater dinosaurs
By Aureliani, Franco.
J SF AUR

Terror on Dinosaur Island!
By Black, Jake.
J SF BAT

Z. Apocalypse
By Cole, Stephen
J SF COL

Z. Raptor
By Cole, Stephen
J SF COL

Z. Rex
By Cole, Stephen
J SF COL

Thesaurus Rex
By Dahl, Michael
J SF DAH

How to rope a Giganotosaurus
By Dare, Will
J SF DAR

How to tame a triceratops
By Dare, Will
J SF DAR

The good dinosaur
By Francis, Suzanne
J SF DIS

Oodlethunks. Steg-o-normous
By Griffin, Adele
J SF GRI

Oona finds an egg
By Griffin, Adele
J SF GRI

Jurassic Park 25th anniversary
By Herman, Gail
J SF HER

Dinosaur disaster
By Lubar, David
J SF LUB

Code name flood
By Martin, Laura
J SF MAR

The ark plan
By Martin, Laura
J SF MAR

A mysterious egg
By McAnulty, Stacy
J SF MCA

Too big to hide
By McAnulty, Stacy
J SF MCA

The Prehistoric Planet
By O'Ryan, Ray.
J SF ORY

The deadly past
By Pike, Christopher
J SF PIK

Attack of the tyrannosaurus
By Stone, Rex.
J SF STO

Catching the velociraptor
By Stone, Rex.
J SF STO
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Stampede of the Edmontosaurus  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
Tracking the diplodocus  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
Charge of the triceratops  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
Flight of the quetzalcoatlus  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
March of the ankylosaurus  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
Saving the stegosaurus  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO
Swimming with the Plesiosaur  By Stone, Rex.  J SF STO